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INTRODUCTION
“In the land of Odin, there stands a mountain...”

A

sk me a year or so ago, I would have had no concept as to whom The Yachtsmen, or
their latter-day counterparts The What’s New were – or how they fit into the realms of the mighty
musical magnitude. Living in a sleepy landlocked U.K. city, 40 miles or so outside of London, what
did I know of the many faceless performers who had paraded along the streets and performed their
daily duties on the corners of Anaheim’s Disneyland theme park, over 50 years beforehand?
! Nevertheless, research on another project, led me along one particular route and before long, by a
sheer turn of fate, I was soon to be found holding on to the surviving audio reels from a series live
performances that the aforementioned Yachtsmen Quartet had held in a small, seemingly long
forgotten coﬀee house, one hundred and twenty miles to the south of Los Angeles, down in San
Diego.
! Looping the tape spool onto the reel-to-reel player, and pressing play, I was immediately transported
back to the fun-filled, folk festivities of a bygone era. And boy, was I hooked. The glorious harmonies,
the melodies and the comedic interactions – this unknown act was a whole buncha fun, and I
immediately wanted to find out more... and thankfully I did.
! With gracious thanks to former band members Kevin Shipman, Carl Berg and Michael Elley, all of
whom were somewhat taken aback to discover and hear my recent findings (unheard, unknown and
probably unplayed since the original recording took place, circa 1963/64) the story took on a life of its
own. From the early founding days of the line-up, their journeys from Disneyland, touring across the
southern U.S. states, to the subsequent upheaval of a life in the swinging city of mid-60s Paris, with a
new group name, and a change in band membership. Hit singles, TV appearances and frustration at
the boundaries their career encountered en route, before disbanding at the creative peak of the
combined career. And then… the solitude as one man continued the journey, setting up residency in
the U.K., my homeland, reduced to playing the endless folk circuit and the damp festivals under the
grey, charcoaled skies of the 1970s.
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WHERE IT ALL BEGAN...
! Nevertheless, when all is said and done, and
the stories are told, for good or for bad, the
music still survives and will live on. Maybe not
to the mass audience it truly deserves, maybe it
will just touch the hearts of a select few, but
those select few will be the lucky ones. Be it
through the joyous exuberance of “Driving
Wheels” or “Comin’ Two By Two”, or the
quasi-psych experience of “Up So High” or “Get
Away”. Or it may even be by the unadulterated
pleasure one gets by hearing Colin Scot
performing either the delightful “Analine” or the
exquisite “Smile”…
! Whatever the reasoning, and the good fortune
that falls your way, take the opportunity to
discover and enjoy. After all, here we are in
progress…
! So now, just go and ask yourself...
What’s New with The Yachtsmen ?
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“The happiest place on earth...”
ANAHEIM, CALIFORNIA

CHAPTER ONE
We’re comin’ two by two
We’re comin’ four by four...
!
IT’S A LONG WAY from the from the sunny, warm
climes of Southern California’s Walt Disney utopia, to the
barren, windswept folk clubs along the north Yorkshire
coastline of the U.K., with a sojourn in the swinging streets
of a 60s gay Paree en route… and in more ways than one.
But such a diverse series of locations befell the storyline of
a 1960s folk quartet, hobnobbing with Mickey and Donald
one moment, and then serenading along the walkways of
the Champs-Élysées the next.
! The summer of ’64, leading into the early months of 1965 were
awash with the sound of many old West Coast folkies, snapping
the latch closed on the cases of their old acoustic models and
plugging in their amplifiers and electric gee-tars and turning the
volume up to eleven as they breathed in the heady new
atmosphere and sounds of their contemporaries and peers. The
clubs and coﬀee houses up and down the golden coastline had
been a virtual who’s who of future rock royalty over the
preceding year or two as the likes of McGuinn and McGuire,
4

and many of their friends and acquaintances,
were still intent on gettin’ higher, taking the
music into areas of untapped discovery. And
following on behind, still caught up in the buzz
of what was going down right before their very
eyes, were a slew of similar, if less noticeable
acts. Ones that still created their own little
niche, their own little dink in the flooring of
The Troubadour, The Whisky or… Disney’s
Tomorrowland theme zone.
! The journey for one such gathering began
back in 1959 when four youthful teens, all
students attending Long Beach City College,
located 25 miles south of central Los Angeles,
and inspired by the burgeoning folk revival of
the era, came together to form The Townsmen,
a quartet built on the traditions of folk guitar
picking and the blending of harmonies. Such
was the enthusiastic response that the original
line-up of Carl Berg (guitar), Jay Huling (guitar,
bongos), Ray Jordon (banjo, string bass) and Bill
Reed (bass) built upon that, during one
particular performance at one of the many
college and club dates they were fulfilling,
Tommy Walker, the director of musical
entertainment at the nearby Disneyland Theme
Park, stopped by to listen. Clearly liking what
he heard, four clean cut college kids, family
friendly and furtively harmless with a perfect
vocal blend, he booked them for a prestigious
summer slot in the plastic kingdom, placing
them under the glistening white spires of the
Tomorrowland theme zone, a futuristic vision of
what the 1980s would like – 1950s style…
! Renamed by Walker as The Yachtsmen
Quartet, decking them out in matching white
high buttoned suits, the group became one of
the regular attractions during the summer
5

months, singing the popular folk hits of the day,
with additional corn and cheese thrown in for
good measure, before an admiring crowd of
pre-pubescent toddlers, cotton candy sticks
glued around their mouths, happy-go-lucky
teens with their bobby sox and bubblegum, and
patient parents. And such was their success that
they even rated an appearance on a September
1961 TV special, hosted by bandleader, Benny
Goodman who, having seen the foursome in
action, signed them up for his televised Benny
Goodman at Disneyland show, oﬀering the group
the opportunity to perform the traditional
”Darlin’ Cory” before the cameras.
! That same year, Disney’s own record company,
Buena Vista Records, a label with a catalogue
comprising of Annette Funicello releases, and
little more, issued the debut recording sessions
from The Yachtsmen as the High and Dry LP
(BV3310), a 12-track collection of mainly
traditional folk songs such as “Let Me Fly”, the

afore-mentioned “Darlin’ Cory”, “John Riley” and
the ever exuberant “Cindy”, all accompanied by
two self-composed tunes: “Durante Jail”, as
written by Carl Berg, Jay Huling and a Disney
acquaintance by the name of Tom Campbell,
along with the Berg-Huling title track. Aided on
the release by a fledging Glen Campbell, fresh
from a touring stint as a member of The Champs,
the resulting album was basic in production
values, and the bands own performance, musically
and vocally, remained safely within the realms of
their family friendly Disneyland environment.
Nevertheless, the benefits of working for Disney
were good and sustainable, and the band initially
saw little need to hit the road as a touring entity,
and the departures of founding member Carl
Berg and, later, Jay Huling, both to serve
their country in the armed forces,
did little to stop the endless flow
of Mickey Mouse ears parading
before them.
! “I had been in the California
National Guard since 1957,”
recounts the Canadian-born
Berg. “Even while I was singing
with the group. I am originally
from Winnipeg, in Manitoba, and I
had moved to Long Beach at the age of
eight, becoming a U.S. citizen at fifteen.
Then, after I joined the Guard, I was activated
for the Berlin crisis with Russia during 1961, so I
was gone from the group for around ten months
or so. I was also on standby up in Washington
State.”
!C o m i n g i n , a s a f i r s t r e p l a ce m e n t , w a s
Chicago-born Kevin Shipman, a talented singer
and guitarist who had been performing solo
around the city.
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High and Dry
High And Dry (Berg-Huling)
Cindy (Traditional)
MacPherson’s Lament (Traditional)
Erie Canal (Traditional)
JohnRiley (Traditional)
Those Green Eyes (Campbell)
Let Me Fly (Traditional)
Sinner Man (Traditional)
East Virginia (Traditional)
Fast Freight (Gilkyson)
Durante Jail (Berg-Huling-Campbell)
Darlin’ Corey (Traditional)
BV-3310 / A Walt Disney Production ©

! Shipman recalls, “I had been performing at the
time at UCLA, as a solo, and I was playing at a
sorority party and after I finished someone
walked up to me and said ‘you should go out and
audition for the opening at Disneyland.’ That
came at me a bit out of the blue but I thought
‘what the heck! Let’s see what it’s all about’ so I
did, and I got the job…”
! That brought the line-up back up to a trio,
with Kevin joining up with Bill Reed and Ray
Jordan to fulfill the Disneyland commitments,
but wishing to bring the act back to a four-part
harmony they soon added Dennis Houser, who
stepped aboard for a season. Nevertheless,
despite their popularity with the crowds, with
little product on the market, and with such a
diverse audience on a daily basis, there was little
room for a loyal fanbase, and when Berg, seen as
the groups leader and musical arranger, returned
to the fold (replacing Houser) and Ray Jordan
was removed in favor in Mickey Elley, an
extremely likeable young vocalist and songwriter
with an acute sense of comedic timing, it caused
little fraction in the Disney press room… if
indeed it was noticed at all.
! “Ray’s voice wasn’t the instrument we were
looking for,” explains Kevin. “He played
fiv e - s t r i n g b a n j o b u t h e w a s n’t a g r e a t
instrumentalist, and he also didn’t really have
any ambitions to take the group anywhere, in a
significant way, so when I started playing the
five-string as well Carl took the opportunity to
find somebody else. We visited various clubs
around the city, looking for a replacement, and
in one of them we found Mickey Elley.”
! “I grew up in Omaha, Nebraska,” recalls Elley,
from his current home in Nashville, TN. “and
7

I’d graduated from Westside High School and
then been oﬀered a full scholarship at the
Lamont School of Music at Denver University,
where I’d also been hired to sing in the chorus
at the Central City Opera. My introduction into
folk music came about in a trio I had formed
whilst in Denver, and we were performing all
around Colorado, but then I found out that my
folks were moving to California, and so I
thought ‘if I’m going to be a superstar, it’s either
going to be in L.A. or New York. It certainly
isn’t going to be in Denver!”
! Having arrived on the west coast Mickey then
starting performing around the many coﬀee
houses and folk clubs of the city, including the
Mon Ami in Orange and the popular Ice House
over in Pasadena, playing alongside Mike
Stewart (later of The We Five) and also as a solo,
supporting comedian Pat Paulsen. He also took
to the stage at the Troubadour Club, situated
along Santa Monica Boule vard in West
Hollywood, where he was invited to join up
with the 13-man house band, known as The
Men, but declined the invite as he felt that, in
his own words, ‘the members weren’t, at that
time, at the level of people I wanted to be
performing with.’ Fate would tell us otherwise,
and The Men subsequently dissolved shortly
afterwards, and out of the embers of the
13-strong unit came the core of The
Association…
! Meanwhile, keen to add a distinctive fourth
voice to their harmonies The Yachtsmen
Quartet caught Elley’s act at one of his local
performances and, following an audition at
Kevin Shipman’s house, invited him to join up
with them during the early winter of 1962.
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! “We did stuﬀ that no other group out
there did. Carl was an incredible arranger.
He was just brilliant. He was the one who
put together all of the parts, but all of us, in
our own way, brought a whole lot of talent to
the group, and so it was easy for him to build
the sound that he wanted to have because we
were able to replicate it. We brought our own
backgrounds and our own techniques… and I
brought the comedy, for sure.”

Above: An original tape spool from the unreleased
Blind Alley recordings
! ! By the turn of the following year, with
Elley now firmly established into the ranks, The
Yachtsmen began to pick up a considerable
amount of bookings amongst the Southern
Californian clubs and coﬀee houses, performing
their popular mixture of original and traditional
folk, filled with their wonderful harmony blend,
and now interspersed by Elley’s comedic
interactions.
! “Here’s the thing…” reflects Mickey, when
looking back at the comedy vein he added to
the act. “As a single, you had to be able to write
your own music, you had to be able to play it
and sing it, and you had also better be a
comedian otherwise you weren’t getting hired in
these folk clubs. So when The Yachtsmen
brought me in I brought along all of the stuﬀ I
had been performing as a solo.

9

! One such series of performances, three shows
held at The Blind Alley coﬀee house in San
Diego, were captured onto tape for posterity
and have remarkably survived safely in storage
for the intervening years. Recorded in perfect
clarity onto reel to reel the (as yet unreleased)
Blind Alley Tapes reveal the foursome in all their
witty folk finery, intertwining such joyous
acoustic interpretations of The Kingston Trio’s
“Greenback Dol lar ”, the self-composed
“Driving Wheels” and Woodie Guthrie’s
anthemic “This Land Is Your Land”, with the
more delicate textures of the Lerner and Loewe
showtune “I Talk To The Trees”, the ever
popular ballad “Land Of Odin” and a humorous
spin on the folk standard “Ol’ Blue”;
“I had a dog and her name was Blue
Bet’cha five dollars she’s in heat too
Twenty mutts in my backyard
Trying to catch ol’ Blue oﬀ guard…”
“Ol’ Blue”
Traditional / Arranged by The Yachtsmen
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! … and they even took once again to the stage
of ever-credible Troubadour Club where, to the
watching delight of the numerous agents and
scouts who were frequenting the legendary
venue on an increasing basis, they were snapped
up by the might of the Capitol Records label,
who promised them much from the dizzying
heights of their imposing Capitol Tower, along
with an established management agency, Artists
Consultants, neither of whom delivered…
! Yet, such a disappointment made little indent
into their now growing popularity and that same
year brought about their second appearance on
vinyl. Taped at the Ice House Club in Pasadena,
Jack Linkletter Presents A Folk Festival (Crescendo
Records GNP95) was a 14-song gathering from a
selection of artists (also including Chloe Marsh,
Jim & Jean and Les Baxter’s Balladeers, the
latter featuring the prominent vocals of a
youthful David Crosby), recorded before a live
audience, and hosted by the popular TV

personality. For their contribution, The
Yachtsmen performed four songs for the album;
the opening upbeat tempo of “Driving Wheels”,
as composed by Carl Berg, Mickey Elley and
Tom Campbell, “Land Of Odin”, “Billy Won’t
Play The Banjo” and another of El ley’s
compositions, the lively folk-rock’n’roll comedy
of “Futza Mutza Clutz”.
! Following this, during the winter of ‘63, they
signed up for their first long haul outing – The
Hollywood Hootenanny Tour – a series of 25
performances, featuring a variety of artists
appearing around the southern United States,
playing sell-out shows mainly in college halls
and gyms. Accompanying them for much of the
tour were fellow folk groups The Villagers and
The Wellynbrook Singers (the latter featuring a
youthful Mike Post), along with the upcoming
folk duo Jim (Glover) & Jean (Ray), also hot oﬀ
the Linkletter set. However, according to Jim
Glover, much of the tour was shrouded in
secrecy:
!“ We were in the Andy Williams’
Good Time Singers just before
that and Jean's mom happened
to work for Art Linkletter so
that was a natural move too.
Then we went on the
Hollywood Hootenanny
Tour, from L.A. to Key
West and back, playing
colleges in the south.
Hardly any of the musicians
there knew that part of the
tour was actually hijacked by
government forces [allegedly]
involved in the JFK assassination,
using an extra bus or two. The tour
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manager talked me into going after I was
warned not to go because Kennedy would be
killed in the south. I think it was the manger,
Ken Rafael, who told me ‘that is why we want
you to go. But don't write anything down or
interfere… it is dangerous’
! “Phil Ochs, my Ohio State ROTC room mate
was working for national security and told me
about the plot months before the tour and if I
would let him know if I found out anything, so I
assumed I was on the tour just to see what was
goin’ on and, after all, it was a gig after our
rehearsals for the Andy Williams Show were
cancelled. We were flown to Mobile, Alabama in
a CIA domestic Tiger Airlines DC3 just to get a
publicity shot for the trip, and there were more
than a couple of chartered buses used before the
tour was over and I was separated from Jean and
the main tour a couple times. I just followed
orders and kept quiet. The FBI and CIA knew
that I knew about the plot and that is the
reason, near Houston, that I was refused to get
back on the musicians bus soon after the
shooting and forced onto the extra shadow
bus…”
! Nevertheless, despite any connection to the
tragic events that took place on November 22nd
1963, and of any alleged knowledge or
involvement from anyone on the tour, such was
the overwhelming success of the venture that,
even before the trip had finished, return
bookings for the Yachtsmen Quartet were
already being called for, with subsequent
appearances across the southern belt the
following spring.
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The Tallahassee Democrat Sun
May 3rd 1964
! ! Between 1961 and 1965, running between
the summer sunshine months of June and
September, The Yachtsmen would regularly
return to entertain the Disney crowds, two
microphones, guitars and banjos crammed onto
their space-age platform, whilst also appearing
as the hosts for the Monday evening ‘Disney
Hootenanny’ events where, in-between their
own performances, they would introduce artists
such as The Dillards, Hoyt Axton, The Modern
Folk Quartet, The Back Porch Majority, Jose
Feliciano and The Clara Ward Singers. They
were also one of the leading attractions to the
regular Graduation Events that Disneyland
hosted each year...
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June 21, 1965 Hootenanny: The Yachtsmen Quartet
with The Back Porch Majority; Danny Cox; Clara Ward
Singers
June 28, 1965 Hootenanny: The Yachtsmen Quartet
with Modern Folk Quartet; David Troy; Casey
Anderson
July 5, 1965 Hootenanny: The Yachtsmen Quartet with
Greenwood County Singers; The Legendaires; John
Denver
July 12, 1965 Hootenanny: The Yachtsmen Quartet with
The Dillards; Steve Gillette; The Roadrunners
July 19, 1965 Hootenanny: The Yachtsmen Quartet with
Hoyt Axton; The Young Folks; Stewart Clay

! “Graduating seniors from 41 high schools as far
away as Lompoc, Needles and even Lake Tahoe will
flock to Disneyland for four exciting all-nite grad
parties. Each party, running from 11.00pm to 5.00am
will feature all of Disneyland’s fun filled adventures,
plus music and dancing throughout the park, prizes
and souvenirs. Special entertainment will feature the
Yachtsmen Quartet, Bill Elliott and the Date Niters,
the Humdingers, the Clara Ward Singers, Young Men
from New Orleans, the Royal Tahitians, Bud and
Scott and the Strawhatters. Grad nites are dress-up
aﬀairs at Disneyland with coats and ties required
for boys and date dresses for girls. Each school sends
its own chaperones who are admitted free on the
basis of one for each 20 students.”

July 26, 1965 Hootenanny: The Yachtsmen Quartet with
Glen Yarborough; Phil Campos; The Roadrunners
August 2, 1965 Hootenanny: The Yachtsmen Quartet
with Greenwood County Singers; Stoneman Family;
Cathy Taylor; David Troy; Do Stuﬀers; Clara Ward
Singers
August 9, 1965 Hootenanny: The Yachtsmen Quartet
with The Back Porch Majority; Baytown Singers;
Aquamen; Katie Hartman; Stewart Clay; Clara Ward
Singers
August 16, 1965 Hootenanny: The Yachtsmen Quartet
with Joe & Eddie; The Irish Rovers; Richard and Jim;
Mickey Elley; Steve Gillette; Clara Ward Singers
August 23, 1965 Hootenanny: The Yachtsmen Quartet
with The Mitchell Trio; The Survivors; Phil Campos;
Fred Thompson; Clara Ward Singers
August 30, 1965 Hootenanny: The Yachtsmen Quartet
with Lou Gottlieb; Jose Feliciano; Cathy Taylor; Sam
Hinton; Aquamen; Clara Ward Singers
September 6, 1965 Hootenanny: The
Yachtsmen Quartet with Josh
White; Steve Gillette; Young
Folk; The Hilltop Singers; The
Aggies; Dapper Dans; Clara Ward Singers
13

Palos Verdes Peninsula News
June 1965
!
!Then, once the summer sunshine turned to a
golden fall, and the need to survive continued,
the four-piece band would pack up their guitar
cases and Donald Duck souvenirs and head
out on the road… playing the ever-resourceful
college circuit.
!1964 had also seen the band contribute to the
soundtracks for two brand new Disney feature
length movies; The Misadventures of Merlin
Jones, which premiered during the spring of
1964, performing the onscreen novelty theme
s o n g a l o n g s i d e A n n e t te ( n o te : a l a te r
re-recorded 45rpm version featured the vocals
of The Wellingtons, replacing The Yachtsmen),
and Those Calloways, released the following
January, with the latter title even seeing the
quartet making a brief appearance onscreen
although later re-releases of the family drama
saw their cameo consigned to the cutting

released that same year. Then, during the fall of
1964, with the heavy schedule increasing,
baritone Kevin Shipman briefly departed the
ranks, due to his reluctance to continue touring
away from his personal college commitments
and his recent engagement, although he was to
return shortly after wards, once Berg had
reassured him that they had no further plans to
tour beyond the boundaries of their home state.

room floor. 1964 had also seen Carl Berg
contribute three brief recordings to the release
of Disney’s So Dear To My Heart, a storybook
soundtrack issued on the Disneyland label
(DQ-1255), but that stands so obscure an issue,
and so twee a listen that it bears (or needs) little
mention virtually anywhere, as does Elley’s brief
contribution to Hector, The Stowaway Pup,
14

! “I had left the group on very good terms,”
recalls Kevin. “I had started my senior year at
USC and it meant a lot to me to complete my
college education, I was so close to completing
it, and I had fallen in love and had gotten
engaged, but during my time away I continued
to play, gigging around town. I would play at
places like Randy Sparks’ club, Ledbetters, and I
remember that the first gig I did there I was
hired to open for a new kid in town name John
Denver. When I met him that first night, having
just changed his surname from Deutschendorf
to Denver, he said to me, after I introduced
myself, ‘I’m not really sure who I am!’

! “I opened for him, and he would play bass
behind me, and when he played I would him
back him on guitar. But then I got a call from
Carl, about two months after I had left, asking
if I would come back to the group if they didn’t
tour. They had auditioned a bunch of people at
the Musician’s Union in Hollywood, and they
had chosen a guy who had replaced me, but they
just weren’t happy with how it was working out
and so they asked me back. That job was a
perfect fit with going to college, if they didn’t
tour, so I said ‘yes’.”
! History no longer recounts the name of
Shipman’s brief replacement but it was soon
back to business for the foreseeable future, with
the reunited quartet harmonizing underneath
the white spires of Tomorrowland, still dressed
in their matching suits…
! “That was always the thorn in my side,” states
Kevin today. “That was all imposed by Walt
Disney. Disneyland had named the band, and
had said ‘we want you dressed in sailor outfits’,
so during the winter we were still dressed in
blue blazers, red Ascots and white pants and
shirts. It was ridiculous! It didn’t hold us back…
but here we were, singing songs about slavery,
and we’re dressed like these upper class lads. It
was just silly…”
! However, all commitments and plans for the
band, and that of their personal lives, were
thrown into confusion during the summer
season of 1965 when, whilst taking a break from
her Las Vegas show Plaisir de Paris, popular
French singer and chanteuse Line Renaud,
accompanied by her husband and mentor
Loulou Gasté, stopped by the Disney empire
and caught The Yachtsmen Quartet, decked out
15

in their familiar attire, singing before an
enthralled crowed in the comfortable
surroundings of their futuristic home. Shortly
afterwards, her agent contacted the quartet and
oﬀered them the unprecedented gig of leaving
the Magic Kingdom behind and journeying to
Paris with her, to take on second billing in her
new show at the famed Casino de Paris, located
right in the heart of the French capital. What to
do?
! “This oﬀer came in and we just jumped at it,”
laughs Kevin.
! And yet, despite the potential of the proposal
it wasn’t to be all plain sailing as Mickey Elley
baulked at the opportunity laid out before
them, fearing for both his freedom and his life.
Summarizing up his decision to leave the
quartet, Mickey states “I just said ‘I can’t go to
Paris with you guys, because if I go I’m going to
get drafted, so I have to get back into school to
save my young ass from running around the
jungles of Vietnam!’”
! Looking back on his time with The Yachtsmen
he summarizes; “We were very unique, because
so many people knew who we were, but there
was no real recorded material out there. Yet you
had people coming from around the world who
heard us perform. We also played all the major
rooms, we played the Hungry i in San Francisco,
but we just didn’t have the underpinning of
promotion that other folk had. Had we been in
any other situation I think we would have been
oﬀ the charts. There were other locations but
no one had the promotion that Disneyland had,
and that is what we were known for. It was an
adventure…”

16

Promotion for one of The Yachtsmen’s final series of appearances at Disneyland

CHAPTER TWO
Just another kind of friendship
Following his decision to leave The Yachtsmen and follow his own path, just prior to
their European adventure, Mickey Elley’s career took on that of a rollercoaster ride,
undulating throughout various spectrums of the vast entertainment industry. Almost immediately he
found himself back at the Disneyland resort where, on August 16th 1965, he performed at one of the
regular Monday night Hootenanny spots, still hosted by his former bandmates, now biding their time
whilst awaiting clearance to aboard the European bound flight. Then, once Paris had beckoned,
Mickey found himself stepping into the host role for himself. In conversation with the
author, during 2017, he recalled;
! “After the guys had moved onto Paris Disney had called me back to host
the hootenanny’s there, and I was put in charge of an 18-member folk group
that was made up of all of the performers at Disneyland. Then, about that
same time I also got a phone call from a friend of mine, who was now
working at Universal Studio, and he says ‘Mickey, can you put together a
folk trio for the tours out here at Universal?’ I took about a second before I
replied ‘Yes…. but when do you need it?’ and he replies ‘this afternoon!’ So I
got my sister and I got a friend of mine who played guitar and we worked up a
handful of songs, and we went out and auditioned and he said ‘that’s great.
You’re hired!’ So I’m now suddenly singing at Universal Studios during the
17

day, and at night I’m doing Disneyland, with
this 18-member folk group!’
! “Then I transferred out of college to UCLA.
Meanwhile, Randy Sparks, who ran The New
Christy Minstrels, and who been trying to get
me into the Christy’s for years, called me and
‘now that you’re out here, will you come and
work with me?’ and so I said ‘fine’. He initially
wanted me to join the Back Porch Majority, a
group that he used as a training ground for The
Minstrels, but I ended up in The New Society,
with Michael Martin Murphy. That was
short-lived thing but in the summer of 1966 I
got a manager, Dolores Fuller, who was writing a
lot of the lyrics for the Elvis Presley movies and
she walked me into Hal Wallis’s oﬃce and said,
‘Hal, I want to get Mickey into Elvis’s next
picture.’ He took one look at me and said ‘call
casting…’ Done! I’m in the Elvis Presley movie
and I play Lieutenant Whitehead in Easy Come,
Easy Go for Paramount! However, what I really
wanted to do was play the Vegas circuit, so I
then put together this six-piece group called
Mickey Elley & The Aristocracy. Well, we could
not get arrested! We just couldn’t get as gig!”
! Whilst he had been working at Disneyland
Mickey had also started cutting a series of demo
recordings with publisher, producer and former
Back Porch Majority member Dan Dalton, and
he subsequently come into contact with a new
five-piece band calling itself The Mark V, who
had also kept a regular residency in the park.
Mickey introduced the quintet to Dalton who,
in keeping with the times, soon renamed the
band The Peppermint Trolley Company, issuing
their debut 45 on Valiant Records (“Lollipop
Train” b/w “Bored To Tears”). However, once
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Mickey started putting his own band together
he pulled Steve Hauser, the flute and saxophone
player for the Mark V/PTC and a fellow UCLA
student, into his own line-up.
! Just prior to the formation of this new band,
Mickey had cut and released his debut solo
recording, a release on the Filmways label
(FW-108), a small subsidiary distributed by the
larger Valiant Records, and issued
during July of 1966. Comprising
of the song “Three Bells
(The Ballad of Jimmy
Brown)”, a rather
dramatic composition
o f Fr e n c h o r i g i n
w r i t t e n b y Je a n
Villard Gilles, with
English
lyrics
added by Bert
Reisfeld during the
1940s, and later
popularized by the
country-folk trio The
Browns in 1959, and
paired with the pleasing
sounds of the slightl y more
adventurous Dalton-Fletcher tune, “Big
Ol’ Rainy Day”… the release, despite its
polished production, swiftly disappeared into
obscurity.
! “That all came about through the brother of
one of the guys from either The Back Porch
Majority or The New Society,” recalls Mickey. “I
can’t recall which one, but he was in charge of
the music for an advertising agency and I wrote
some songs for him. They never became part of
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that, but through him the label had me come in
do that single…”
! Then, once he had decided to build his own
band with which to take the next stage of his
career, he pulled together a collection of musical
friends and acquaintances that became known
as Micky Elley & The Aristocracy.
! “My group was made up of two of my
fraternity brothers at UCLA, Steve
Hauser and guitarist Thomas
Wheeler, and two other
guys, John Hall, who was
the drummer and Mel
Arkelian who played
keyboard and hand
bass, along with my
sister, Patty. Now
my manager takes
me to see Seymour
Heller, who was the
manager of Liberace,
and she says she wants
to get Mickey Elley &
the Aristocracy into the
Vegas circuit, and he says
‘where have they played?’ Nowhere!
‘I can’t put them into Vegas!’ he replied. ‘They
don’t have track record…’ so I called Bob Stane,
who was the owner of The Ice House in
Pasadena, and he was just starting up the
Glendale Ice House, a similar folk club. I called
him to see if I can do a guest set with my new
group, and he says ‘sure!’ So we do this show and
the kids are going screaming nuts. Just going
wild! Now that should have been a clue, which I
missed! I just wanted to play Las Vegas instead

of focusing on the kids who wanted to hear my
stuﬀ…

‘Mariah’” when he sang ‘The rain is Tess, the fire
is Joe, and they call the wind… the wind.’

! “Anyway, some nineteen year-old kid comes up
to me there and says ‘who’s your agent? I want
to be an agent’ and so I replied, ‘OK, book me
into Caesars Palace…’ and he did! He calls and
sets up and audition. At the time it was the
number one lounge in La s Vega s. They
happened to have one week available, and after
a couple of weeks practice we opened there the
following Monday…”

! “I had not yet discovered B.B. King, and my
guitar playing was still a mix of my attempts to
duplicate the styles I grew up on – James
Burton, Duane Eddy, surf music, and most of all
Chuck Berry. Mickey heard me playing and was
very kind and complimentary, and before long I
was accompanying him on some low-stakes duo
gigs. The Aristocracy came together as basically
a backup band for Mickey and his sister Patty.
Mickey wa s the star, whilst Patty sang
harmonies and was featured as the lead singer
on ‘I Want To Be Loved By You’, complete with
the Betty Boopish ‘boop-boop-be-doo’. It was
family-friendly, Vegas-appropriate, even corny,
but I was fine with it. I was lucky to be in that
band.

! Guitarist, Thomas Wheeler, in conversation
with the author during early 2018, recalled his
time with the band:
! “Mickey and I were fraternity brothers,
Lambda Chi Alpha at UCLA. He was a couple
of years older than me and was already an
accomplished performer. We would have some
sort of event where the moms and dads would
attend, and Mickey would play guitar and sing,
and he was invariably entertaining. I recall that
he sang Phil Ochs’ "Draft Dodger Rag"
Sarge, I'm only eighteen, I got a ruptured spleen
And I always carry a purse
I got eyes like a bat, and my feet are flat,
and my asthma's getting worse…
! “That one always got laughs. It also evoked the
antiwar sentiment of the day but in a
nonthreatening way. He also did a bit as a biker
on a Harley, zipping up all the zippers on his
leather jacket, and at the end he zipped up his
pants, more laughs. He even managed to get a
giggle in an otherwise stirring rendition of
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! “I came up with the name The Aristocracy. I
remember it well, because in my own mind I'm
a bit embarrassed by it. I didn’t mean for it to
sound elitist. Rather, I was no doubt influenced
by The Association, who were riding very high
in those days, and I also thought ‘Aristocracy’
had a tinge of that Buckinghams/Palace
Guard/British Invasion vibe.
! “We performed in top hats and tuxedoes,
white tails actually. It was a gimmick, but it
seemed to go over in Las Vegas. Caesar's Palace
sent out a director to make sure our ‘act’ was
both polished and appropriate. I think that’s
when I realized that we were, in fact, an ‘act’,
and all that that word entails, and not just the
kind of band or group I had played in since high
school.
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! “My good friend Steve Hauser, another
Lambda Chi, played sax, and he might've played
flute as well, and he and I would sometimes
carpool to East LA to the home of Mel
Arakelian, the keyboardist. While Mickey was
the star and cer tainl y an accomplished
p e r f o r m e r, Me l w a s b y f a r t h e m o s t
accomplished musician, always figuring out
workable ways to arrange Mickey's ideas. He
was also a gentle soul who oﬀered respect for
every idea, every suggestion. You have to
remember that in those days there was endless
speculation about what the lyrics of hit records
really meant, as if a work of art had only one
interpretation. I remember a conversation with
Mickey in which he was baﬄed by some of the
lyrics in ‘A Day in the Life’. He was hardly alone.
Many of us were poring over lyrics, trying to
decipher meanings. While it was a time of
groundbreaking artistry, it was also a time when
we heard loads of wannabe-groovy song lyrics
about crystal journeys through the smoke rings
of the circles of the corners of your mind.
Stylistically, it's hard to imagine an era in
American pop that was more diverse.“
! Following this unlikeliest of opportunities,
and a successful opening Vegas run, the new
six-piece line-up continued on with popular
appearances at the prestigious Harrah’s resort in
Lake Tahoe, and then returned to Vegas to play
the famed Flamingo Hotel lounge.
! “At Caesar’s Palace in Las Vegas, we were near
the bottom of a bill that was topped by Sammy
Davis Jr.,” continues Thomas Wheeler. “Then at
Harrah’s in Tahoe, we preceded Duke Ellington
- it would be a stretch to say that we ‘opened’
for him. I knew next to nothing about jazz at
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the time but, oh my gosh! That whole band was
just the greatest. Each of these guys was a star
on his own instrument, and had been for
decades; Johnny Hodges on alto sax, Cat
Anderson and Cootie Williams on trumpets,
Paul Gonsalves on tenor sax. That level of
artistry, solo musicianship and bandsmanship
was previously unknown to me. The curtain
would come down and on occasion we would
stand around the piano and chat with Duke
while the crew was resetting the stage. One
time Mr. Ellington even asked our opinion
about a couple of diﬀerent chord changes in a
song he was working on. He was no doubt
humoring us, but what a thrill to be in the
presence of one of the greatest artists of the
20th century.”
! “During this time, whilst we were performing
in Vegas, I was actually missing my first two
weeks of my last quarter at UCLA,” adds
Mickey with a laugh. “And if it wasn’t for a
fraternity brother, running my classes for me, I
would never have graduated!”
! Having now signed with the larger Warner
Brothers label, Mickey ventured back into the
recording studios, now alongside his new band
mates, and under the watchful guidance of
seasoned producer Dave Hassinger (who had
previously worked alongside The Rolling Stones
and The Electric Pr unes and, later, The
Strawberr y Alarm Clock) for a series of
recordings, all of which came from Mickey’s
own pen.! “Someone Like Me”, “Yesterday’s
Rain”, Another Kind Of Friendship”, “Are You
The One”, “Impressions Of My Mind” and
“Backside Of The Alphabet” were all cut during
the summer of 1967, four of which were all

caught onto reel in one take, with the first two songs being released as a Warner Bros. 45 (WB-7083)
during October of that year.

Above: Desert Sun (October 21 1967)
% The ‘GROOVY’ television show will bring the mod-music sounds to the desert once more this weekend for five
more taping sessions of the hour-long show… and with it, as in the past two weekends, will be some of today’s
leading musical groups. While it is standard to see the long, uncombed hair, the strange but colorful and
question-mark costumes, it is also very refreshing to see some well-groomed, clean-cut musicmakers…
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% Of course, the long-hair and go-diﬀerent look has
swept the nation and the world, and the older
generation shakes its head while it has no choice but to
accept the changes of youth. However, all is not
completely way-out or way-in, especially when you
find a group like Mickey Elley & The Aristocracy.
Now, here’s a group of young folk who play the mod
music, the rock and rhythm beat, but who look clean
and decent citizens while they’re doing it. They played
for the ‘Groovy’ show last weekend, and one of the fine
things about them is that they are all "A” students at
UCLA.
% “We just want to be ourselves,” said leader Mickey.
“We’ve nothing against anyone, or any of the groups
who want to dress or be as they are; they’ve a right to
do that, but I think it’s about time we had a diﬀerent
image of the United States. We hope we can do that
through our style of presentation, but remember, we’re
not just trying to be ‘diﬀerent,’ we’re ourselves and we
like it that way,” he said.
% The group was only formed this summer, but has
recorded and is now working on an album of all
original music and songs, written by Mickey and other
members of the group. Last weekend they sang their
‘Yesterday’s Rain on the show at Ruth Hardy Park.
Their manager, Dolores Fuller, has complete faith in
their future and learning about them last weekend I’d
say that she was right. They can only go one way, and
it would be fine if some of the folk in Europe, who are
USA critics, could take a look at this ‘new image’
group…
Desert Sun
October 27 1967

! Elley: “The producer of the single had brought
in The Strawberry Alarm Clock to hear us,
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whilst we were recording, and said ‘now, this is
what you guys need to be doing!’ But the
problem we had was that Warner Bros. didn’t
pay much, they didn’t have to, and so they never
promoted us. We had pick hits in the mid-west,
where I grew up, but nowhere else…”
! This lack of support from the label would
ultimately prove costly to the band, and the
meager amount that Warner Bros. was prepared
to spend on promotion certainly didn’t aid them
during the so-called Summer of Love, when it
was all colors, flowers, beads and bells. The few
promotional shots that were circulated around
the radio stations had the six-piece line-up
either dressed in their matching white stage
suits, top hats and tails, barring Patty who was
elegantly clad in a white ball gown (clearly
playing upon the Aristocracy ta g), or in
checkered pants and white turtle-neck sweaters,
another image that did little for the credibility
amongst their musical peers. Yes, the music that
they were creating together was never directly
intended to cross over to the ‘hip’ crowds that
were flooding the pavements and walkways
along the Sunset Strip, and you were never likely
to see The Aristocracy pounding the stage
flo o r b o a r d s o f e i t h e r T h e Tr i p o r t h e
Whisky-A-Go-Go but, even by that stage, other
bands who trod precariously close to such
middle-of-the-road groundings, with the family
friendly tones of The Association being the
prime example, were prepared to step out of the
box, experiment with their sound, and add some
vibrant colors to the mix. And Mickey himself
was the first to admit that, just maybe, the
reception he had received from the crowds
inside the Glendale Ice House should have
directed his attentions towards the burgeoning

youth market a little more. That was where it
‘was at’. And not amongst the chandeliers and
tuxedos that filled out the Vegas lounges and
bars.
! Fifty years later, “Someone Like Me” comes
across as a bizarre crossbreed of
Philadelphia-pop sophistication, paired with the

rich harmonies of The Association, and topped
oﬀ with the driving beat and raw organ
arrangement of The Raiders. Certainly, Mickey
had a polished and professional vocal range, and
whilst his voice lacked a little of the rougher
edge that some of these other bands suggested,
the production was lush and full. And not that
this was anything bad either. The remaining cuts
were equally as enjoyable, with the 45’s flip side,
the upbeat “Yesterday’s Rain”, oﬀering another
fine and deep arrangement, whilst the gentle
reed that accompanied the opening to “Are You
The One” suggesting a softer, almost sluggish
folk arrangement, fuelled by the haze of a
mid-60s trippier influence.
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! The fast-paced “Impressions On My Mind”,
along with the eastern-mysticism and
instrumentation that introduced “Back Side Of
The Alphabet” also brought forth the notion
that the band could certainly vary their style to
compete with the other, higher profile groups of
the period, whilst the poppy sounds of “Another

Kind Of Friendship”, again with a swirling
organ arrangement accompanying the musical
wash, was another attempt at keeping the band
on a commercial plane but, sadly, all of this
proved to be of little significance as, with the
subsequent failure of their Warner Brothers 45,
and internal disruptions coming to the fore,
Mickey surprisingly chose to cease all activity
relating to the Aristocracy.
! Having successfully graduated from UCLA,
and with the obligations in both Vegas and the
t wo Ha r r a h’s c l u b s i n Ta h o e a n d Re n o
completed (the last show in Reno being a
performance sandwiched in-between sets by
Count Basie and the afore-mentioned Duke

Ellington), Mickey opted to back away from the
recording and performing industry completely,
disbanding the sextet.
!“ In 1 9 6 8 , w h e n w e f i n i s h e d o u r l a s t
performances at Harrah's Club in Reno, I
disbanded the group. I had two other leaders of
former groups in the band, which was not the
best arrangement when it comes to other
people’s desire to be the ‘leader’. Very painful.
One of the guys subsequently went on to form
another group; another became an attorney,
whilst a third (guitarist Tom Wheeler) became
the Editor-and-Chief of Guitar Player Magazine,
a few years later. My sister, Patty, continued to
perform in Reno whilst I came back to L.A. and
went to work at NBC as a page.”
! He remained at NBC for a short period,
learning the ropes for a potential career in
television and broadcasting, before switching to
journalism, taking up a role with the Los
Angeles Herald Examiner before, eventually, the
draft board caught up with him and he enlisted
for Oﬃcer Candidate School, spending time at
Fort Dix, New Jersey, followed by a posting in
Anchorage.
! A short return to the Las Vegas circuit,
performing alongside his sister, followed his
military discharge after eighteen months, and
since that time his career has followed a
succession of paths within the entertainment
industry, all with music at the very core.
Te l e v i s i o n p r o d u c t i o n , c o m m e r c i a l s ,
soundtracks…
! In 1980 he released the album The Gospel
According To Country, following this up nine years
later when he wrote and composed a
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Broadway-styled musical, Light Waves, based
upon the mystical life of Christ, with a number
of the featured songs bearing more than a
passing resemblance to those very tunes he had
co-written and performed, twenty-five years
earlier, underneath the original (and now
long -gone) skyline of Tomorrowland. A
combination of rock, folk, classical, jazz and
gospel this release was very much a personal, if
not commercial success.
! Today, from his home in Nashville, TN, where
moved to during 1988, he continues to look ever
forward, most notably with the continuing
development of the Millennium International
Studios, a major film, television and recording
production facility.
! “I think in some respects Mickey was an
old-school guy in a new world,” summarizes his
old band mate Thomas Wheeler. “In that he was
rehearsed, safe, and polished at a time when so
many of the leading artists were raw, electrified,
and challenging, even anti-authoritarian. This is
in no way a criticism, simply an observation.
Mickey was very good at what he did, and it was
a privilege for me to play in that band.
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Appearing on television, gigging in leading clubs
in Las Vegas, Reno, and Tahoe, recording with
an acclaimed producer – these were experiences
I likely never would've had otherwise.”

CHAPTER THREE
“out on runway number nine...”
T h e 1 9 6 5 d e p a r t u re o f M i c ke y f ro m T h e
Yachtsmen immediately brought about the return of
founding member Jay Huling, fresh out of military
service himself, much to the delight of Carl Berg who,
according to Kevin Shipman, was tiring of the comedic
interaction that Elley had brought in.
! “We were all feeling the change within the music
business,” says Kevin, “and we were moving away from
having to do the comedy and having to do entertainment
patter, to more emphasis on the music itself. Plus the
onstage antics were getting on the nerves of Carl. We
all liked Mickey a lot, but one day Carl just came in
and said ‘Jay is replacing Mickey’. He didn’t consult us at
all, but Jay was a natural bass. He had a wonderful
voice. Whilst he was gone I had been singing all of
the bass parts, even though
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I’m a natural baritone, but Jay just had this very
rich, low voice.“

was up in the clouds. He was a phenomenal
talent.”

! However, for the fourth member of the band,
New Mexico-born Bill Reed, who had been with
the line-up since it’s inception, he too now faced
the diﬃcult decision as to whether to relocate
abroad and seek European success or leave the
quartet.

! “He was our great tenor, but he had been at it
for quite some time now”, adds Kevin. “Then he
had just had a second child and he was starting
to tire of it all. The energy just wasn’t there
anymore, so Carl decided to bring in a
replacement.”

! An extremely talented performer, a credible
bass player with a God-given tenor vocal range
that exceeded above and beyond, Bill had been
performing music since his younger days and he
had earlier earned a prestigious scholarship to
the Loyola University of Los Angeles with his
vocal abilities. Following his education, he was
enlisted into the armed forces, whereupon he
was given the duty as entertainer in the Special
Services, primarily relocated to entertain the
troops based in Wurzburg, Germany. Then,
u p o n r e t u r n i n g to t h e f a m i l y h o m e i n
California, whilst committing much of his time
to the church, he had joined up with The
Yachtsmen Quartet, whilst also performing
intermittently with the Long Beach Civic Light
Opera Group, taking on lead roles in
productions such as Carousel and Brigadoon.
Nevertheless, as the oldest member of the
quartet, and a devoted family man, a move to
Paris was a whole new ballgame altogether, and
having spent the past three years tirelessly out
on the road, or performing daily at the theme
park, he took the decision to opt out, choosing
to remain at home.

! Bill’s withdrawal meant another change in the
line-up was unavoidable, and so it was with the
s u b s e q u e n t , a n d r e l a t i v e l y s h o r t- l i v e d
appointment of Len Haynes, although he in
turn also soon removed himself from the
European proposal as he was working towards a
Masters Degree. Eventually, this brought about
the arrival of one Scot Thistlewaite, an English
born composer, guitarist and banjo picker,
hailing from County Durham, who had recently
arrived in Southern California, via Canada
where, tired of being referred to as ‘limey’, he
had acquired the nickname of ‘Scotty’. It was
shortly after arriving in the Golden State, whilst
attending Cal State University in Long Beach,
that he also began earning an income as half of
Bud & Scotty, a crowd-pleasing ragtime duo
who performed daily at Disneyland’s Coke
Corner.

! “Bill’s voice was one of the best, if not the best
voice in folk music,” suggests Mickey Elley
today. “You could always count on that voice. It
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! From his current home in New Zealand,
Scotty’s former partner, the piano playing Bud
Hedrick, later recalled; “while theoretically we
were supposed to be there to play the old
ragtime tunes from that early era, we adapted all
the modern songs of the day, from Dylan to
rock, and then mixed it in with the jazz. Scot
would also write songs and we'd do them as well.
Coke Corner was on the main street of
Disneyland, left side at the end, so it was a great

basis, simply to catch his magnetic charm and
flashing smile.
! “We had always loved Scotty…” says Kevin,
“He was over at Coke Corner with Bud, playing
banjo, and they had a great act. They were funny
and fresh. But Scot had just received his draft
notice and he was freaking out! If you knew
Scotty at all… he couldn’t kill anyone.

position and most days, by the end of the day,
we had standing room only for the last show as
people were leaving the park and had seen us
earlier on the way in…”
! Wi t h a n i m p r e s s i v e D o n a l d D u c k
impersonation amongst his repertoire, Scotty
became a huge hit amongst the young female
visitors at the park, many of whom would rush
up Main Street to Coke Corner on a regular
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! “His parents were English and then they
emigrated to Canada where they lived for a
while before they came to California. So we
immediately went to Scotty to see if he might
be interested (in joining us). He jumped a foot
oﬀ the ground and yelled ‘YES!’ He had just
been called up by the draft board and there was
no way he could have been a soldier. He was
barely an American having arrived from Canada
only a few years earlier and he was a committed
pacifist. This would be his way out of that and
into a new and exciting chapter. He was the
perfect addition to our group. He spoke French
with near fluency, something we weren’t aware
of when we approached him, and he brought a
lot of energy and heart to what was to become a
folk-rock band. We wanted to break out of the
folk music constraints and do original music
with power and finesse. All the members were
strong musicians with great harmony
sensibilities and we could all sing solo…”
! With Thistlewaite, now performing under the
name of Colin Scot, dul y added to the
Yachtsmen line-up, the newly reconstituted
quartet of Berg, Huling, Shipman and Scot were
soon aboard the Paris flight and yet, despite the
glamorous surroundings of the European
n i g h t l i f e , t h e r e we r e i m m e d i a te i s s u e s
surrounding the name of the quartet, with the

French pronunciation of ‘The Yachtsmen’ name,
forcing the first significant hurdle.
! “We knew we needed to do something about
that,” continues Shipman. “So we tossed around
a hundred diﬀerent names before we settled on
What’s New. Those kinds of names were
happening at that time… The Who, The Guess
Who. They were in vogue. Plus, it sounded nice
in French, Le Quoi de Neuf. It also had the
implication that we were a little cutting edge…
which frankly we weren’t!”

Above: Kevin Shipman and his wife Jeanne, shortly
after arriving in Paris
! March 1966 saw the newly christened The
What’s New open at the prestigious Parisian
venue as a part of Line Renaud’s new revue,
under the watchful eye of theatrical
entrepreneur and producer Henri Varna.
Initially sticking to their folk roots the quartet
gamely participated in the glamour and glitz
that now surrounded their nightly excursions
onstage although it clearly wasn’t a natural
habitat for the four young Californian-based
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musicians. Tight fitting show costumes,
cheesy dances steps (including one obscure
promotional TV appearance where the
besuited quartet rather ungainly frugged
alongside Line), they all became the norm as
they slotted in their intricate barbershops
harmonies alongside the gusto of Renaud’s
performances, supporting her on various show
tunes such as “Hurrah Nevada” and “Les Mots
D’Amour”. Within three months of their debut
on the Paris stage the band also made their
appearance on the Renaud-fronted soundtrack
LP Désirs de Paris (Disques Line LR-1). Cut in
Loulou Gasté’s own recording studio, located
along the Rue du Bois-de-Boulogne, two songs

Wheels” was now aﬀorded the songwriting
credit of Randy Sparks, one of the founding
fathers of the revised U.S. folk boom (and
creator of the immensely successful New
Christy Minstrels group). How did that come
about?
! Former band member Mickey Elley recalls:
“The guy who was involved in that with us,
Tom Campbell, sold it to Randy Sparks.
Totally unbeknownst to us. Carl and I had
written the music, but he gave it to Randy
Sparks and we were sort of, like, ‘huh?’”
! “I didn’t even know he had sold the song,”
commented Carl Berg, when questioned by this
author during 2017 research. “We never saw
Tom Campbell again after Disneyland…”

Above: Rare French EP featuring songs from the
Désirs de Paris soundtrack LP
were duly credited to the band, the ever-popular
original “Driving Wheels”, along with the Randy
Sparks-Julius Wechter hokey-folkie composition
“Huckleberry Finn” (in addition to contributing
backing harmony and instrumentation to some
of Line Renaud’s own contributions; avec les
What’s New). It is worth noting however that,
unlike its earlier appearance on the Jack
Linkletter Presents A Folk Festival release, “Driving
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! Campbell, a youthful towering Scotsman, had
taken on the position of Entertainment
Production Coordinator at Disneyland in his
early 20’s, and had known the band since their
early forays at the resort. He had also received
two composing credits on their High & Dry
release, and had oﬀered some contributions
towards the writing of “Driving Wheels” but,
having left the gleaming towers behind them,
the band no longer had any contact with
Campbell by this stage. It was only in later years
that the sale came to light…
! Shortly after the appearance of the Renaud
recordings, the group saw the first release issued
under their own name, a 4-track EP, released on
the Number One label (Lou2013), with all of the
songs arranged and performed in their entirety
by the quartet, barring the inclusion of an
unnamed session drummer. Alongside the two
tunes highlighted above, were a fulfilling

rendition of Tom Paxton’s “Last Thing On My
Mind” (Judy Collins, The Kingston Trio, Harry
Belafonte…), and a delightful take on recent folk
favorite “Early Morning Rain”, composed by
Gordon Lightfoot (and covered by both Ian &
Sylvia and Peter, Paul & Mary). Focusing on two
of the songs for the debut 45 (Lou105-S), “Early
Morning Rain” b/w “Huckleberry Finn” took the
quartet to the very pinnacle of the French chart
lists, a not too demanding task given the French
penchant for watered down Euro-versions of
American rock ‘n’ roll as their pain et beure.
! At this stage, one would have hoped, nay,
assumed that the band would have capitalized
on their success and good fortune, hit the road,
made TV appearances across the continent, and
expanded their potential horizons but such was
their situation, committed to six nights a week
under the glare of the Casino stage lights, with
Loulou Gasté’s domineering presence and a
strict contract regime shielding their every
move, that the development of the band, and of
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the opportunities that came their way were
simply shunted to the sidelines.
! Shipman: “Gasté was in his 60’s and he was
simply not all connected to the current scene,
and I really think he kept other interested
managements and agents at bay. No one ever
really got to talk to us about our career. And
here we had the number one hit in Paris…”
! Back home, under the Californian sunshine,
former fellow Troubadour regular Jim McGuinn,
now fronting the phenomenally successful rise
of The Byrds, was taking the 12-string folk-rock
sound to a new, wider audience, as were fellow
ex-folkies The Men, now realigned as The
Association with their chart topping “Cherish”
and the eﬀusive “Along Comes Mary”. For their
part, The What’s New had taken Paxton’s “Last
Thing On My Mind” and added all of the
essential ingredients of folk-rock – from the
jingle-jangle of the 12-string, the clunky Michael
Clark-sounding dr um fill, the resonating
harmonies – it was all there, but without the

vision of a guiding light, an Epstein, Dickson or
a Loog Oldham, the release never saw beyond
the murky depths of the English channel or the
Pyrenean border. Indeed, it’s questionable as to
whether it even saw beyond the daunting
shadows of the Eiﬀel Tower.
! Early on during their Parisian sojourn they had
befriended a fellow resident of the city, a local
name
Serge
Ogranovitch, who
subsequently spent a
great deal of time
socializing with the
quartet, and in
particular with the
bachelor duo of
Scotty and Jay, who
could often be found
hanging out at the
nearby
cabaret
theatre, the infamous
Moulin Rouge, and
the accompanying restaurant, two doors down.
! Fifty years on, Serge now recalls; “I spent a
great deal of time at the shows, and at the
Moulin Rouge where Jay and Scotty would
spend their time. I believe their contract was
pretty strict on what they could and couldn’t do
and they could not do any appearances on their
own during the length of their Casino contract.
They could only do appearances sanctioned by
Gasté and Line’s company. Their contact there
was a lady named Jeannine and she was on top
of the do’s and don'ts, and at first she tried to
help but gradually got frustrated by the group’s
individual demands. She spoke English but was
not always able to explain the various clauses, so
that’s when Scotty and the others would call me.
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! “I had met them at the restaurant two doors
to the right of the Moulin Rouge. That was
where a lot of the English-speaking cast from
diﬀerent shows met each night. Anyways, they
were having some problems settling in, but
eventually they all got established. Jay and
Scotty shared an apartment in Pigalle, a couple
of blocks from The Moulin Rouge and the girls
on their street all loved
them!”
!
On October 25th
1966 the band took the
evening oﬀ from their
strict Casino de Paris
co m m i t m e n t s , c l e a r l y
with the permission from
producer Henri Varna, in
order to play at the
2000-seat Paris Olympia,
performing third on the
bill alongside popular
Fr e n c h s i n g e r M i c h e l
Polnareﬀ and, headlining, and making a much
publicized European visit, The Beach Boys.
! “We just blew them oﬀ the stage,” adds Kevin.
“The Beach Boys were not great
instrumentalists. The only one who had any real
instrumental ability was Carl Wilson, who
played decent rhythm guitar, and we were just
full powered. Double 12-strings. And we had
songs that were current on the (French) radio,
so we went just went down hugely…
! “Then afterwards, we were backstage chatting
with them and they asked if we knew any clubs
we could get them in to and we said ‘Yeah. Sure!’
So we took them to these clubs, but once they
found out we don’t do drugs they immediately

The What’s New perform at The Paris Olympia : October 1966
abandoned us! They were shocked
that, as California musicians, we weren’t doing
drugs but doing that in France was ver y
dangerous and we just weren’t interested…”
! Ho w e v e r, b y t h a t t i m e , d e s p i te t h e i r
reluctance to immerse themselves into the
darker or, as some may say, the more colorful
side of the industry, the foursome were still
committed to seeing their music move on, even
if they were still contractually tied down by the
hems of their satin cowboy stage suits. “Eight
Miles High” had seen how far the boundaries of
folk-rock could be taken. The folk had all but
disappeared. Rubber Soul had dallied with the
premise but Revolver had now been foisted
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upon the world, as had Pet Sounds, Aftermath,
Blonde On Blonde and Fifth Dimension and the
jangly sounds that had been so prevalent were
now restricted to the sunshine chewy-chewy
pop of bubblegum. The What’s New, deep
within their subterranean surroundings, broke
free in the studio and cut their second 4-track
EP (Lou2014), surpassing all that they had
known before and all that was expected of
them.
! “Got no use for LSD, every time you look at
me, I’m up so high…” they sung on the Colin
Scot composition “Up So High”, a track
dominated by the heavy fuzz guitar lick that ran
throughout the recording, whilst the
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raga-rhythms of “Get Away” the lead oﬀ 45 from
the sessions (Lou106-S), another high riser on
the French charts lists, highlighted the varying
influences that were finally permeating the
tenement blocks of Montmartre and the
surrounding artistic quarter.

Got no use for LSD
Every time you look at me, I’m up so high
I am so far oﬀ the ground
I ain’t ever comin’ down, I’m up so high
I don’t need no aeroplane
You do something to my brain. I’m up so high
“Up So High”
Words & Music by Colin Scot
! Surprisingly, despite the advancement in
songwriting that the new EP brought forward,
all four being Colin Scot originals, it was the
remaining two inclusions that were chosen for
the only non-French release of The What’s
New’s time together. The reflective “It’s Over
Now”, a song more reminiscent of their earlier
folk outings, and the old-time vaudeville novelty
of “Daisy”, with Scot dangerously veering
towards Herman’s Hermits territory, appeared
on the 1966 Canadian 45 issue (Disques Vogue
V-4262) but to little acclaim, disappearing
almost as silently as it had appeared.
Meanwhile, in France, and only in France, “Get
Away” b/w “Up So High” repeated the success of
its’ predecessor and gave the band justification
in their endeavors to step out of the box. It was
an astonishingly strong release, and one that can
still hold its head up amongst its
contemporaries fifty-plus years later, and the
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band even managed to secure a number of radio
interviews around the French capital to push
sales, along with an all-too rare TV appearance
to promote the 45, lip-syncing on a Belgian TV
show during November of 1966, alongside The
Spencer Davis Group and Donovan.
! Surviving footage shows the foursome, their
appearance still fairly staid by the standards that
many of their peers were now setting, albeit
with casual jackets and turtlenecks replacing
their normal sta ge wear, proﬀering up a
powerful frontline attack of twelve and
six-string guitars, and with Scotty’s boyishly
good looks and Beatle-f ringed hairstyle
sug gesting a progression with the times,
backstage the temptations of a 1960s European
lifestyle were being kept firmly in check. Yes,
maybe the new music was now treading over the
borderlines of the sub-culture, the lyrical
references to psychedelics certainly suggested
so, but for the four clean-living Californian
musicians, a long, long way from home, the
enticements of the heady 1960s drew little
appeal, par ticularl y to the two
happily-married members of
the band. And they didn’t
have to remain so for
l o n g . D e s p i te t h e
advancement that
was emanating
from
the
darkened hues of
black vinyl, it is
sad to note that
the band began
to
unravel
shortly
afterwards.

! Kevin Shipman: “It all began to fall apart. We
just had no management. It was unbelievable.
All of a sudden Jay was showing up late to
rehearsals, and then he star ted to miss
rehearsals, and we couldn’t talk to him about it.
He just didn’t want to discuss it, and he became
very distant. I don’t know what went on with
Jay. He had his demons, but he was the most
excited out of all of us, other than Scotty, about
going to France. I think he felt that he could
really reinvent himself over there, and start a
new era of his life. But, in reality, he just
packaged all of his of baggage and brought it to
a diﬀerent venue. Jay was just tagging along with
Scotty and they would stay out until three or
four in the morning…
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! “Carl and I had families, so we weren’t doing
the bar scene, and by that stage I was in a
position whereupon I didn’t want to leave my
wife and new child whilst we toured, and then
Carl’s marriage was also falling apart. It was all
just crumbling at the same time and the only
one who had a real passion to continue was
Scotty, but he couldn’t go back to the United
States as he had evaded the draft…”
! Frustrated and disillusioned, and with their
contract at the Casino reaching a conclusion,
The What’s New fragmented without ever truly
fulfilling the potential they had between them.
The ancient Parisian street lamps that reflected
in the shimmering ripples of the Seine were just
never aligned with the wall-to-wall taillights

that illuminated the Sunset Strip and aﬀorded
so much to their contemporaries. And therein
lies the tragedy. Stymied by the commitments of
the stage show that had oﬀered the dream, with
no real guidance as to what steps to take to

break out of their cocoon, the band members
went their separate ways, losing virtually all
connection with their time spent in gay Paris.
! “They were very good in my show Désirs de
Paris,” recalls Line Renaud today. “But then I
went back to Las Vegas, The What's New lived
their lives and I don't know what happened to
them…”
! Carl Berg returned home to the warmth of the
Californian climate and began to lay the
foundations for a successful business career,
commencing work within the familiar
surroundings of Disneyland where he took up
the position of Manager and Supervisor of the
Entertainment Division. Likewise, Kevin
Shipman and his wife Jeanne followed home
shortly afterwards, primarily so Kevin could
complete his graduation year at college,
although he would continue to play gigs as a
solo performer. Meanwhile, Scotty and Jay,
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accompanied by their close friend Serge,
continued the party.
! Serge Ogranovitch: “Scotty and Jay wanted to
play a little, and so Scotty got an apartment on
the Place du Tertre in Paris where he became
friends with all the local artists. He was
going to go to London to talk to a couple
o f r e co r d i n g co m p a n i e s t h a t we r e
interested in signing him, but after the
contract with Line and Loulou he was gun
shy but he stil l wanted to record.
However, we decided to take a summer
vacation to Mallorca, Scotty, Jay, myself,
and a couple of friends (Kevin and Jeanne
also joined them briefly prior to their
flight home), so we rented a villa in Palma
Nova for three months. We loved it and
had guests coming to visit all the time. After a
while we decided to rent a bar with a pool and a
boat ramp, (Kahuna’s Cave in Cala Mayor,
formerly known as Bar Solarium) and we had a
great time doing that for a few months. By then
Jay had also retired back to the states. Then, I
retur ned to Paris and Scotty mo ved to
London…”
! Unable to return Stateside, due
to his status of having eluded
the military, Colin Scot
relocated to the U.K.,
intent on returning to
his musical roots…

COMING SOON
Chapter Four:
The Colin Scot Story
“Do The Dance Now...”
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